!

Playing with Paint!
CLASSROOM SET UP

CLASSROOM SET-UP!
Hard floors and access to water are best for this class. !
We will be using textile paints that could be permanent on carpet. It is possible to
tape down plastic around the paint tables and use plastic bins of water to scrub
the screens if necessary, but easier with hard floors and sinks nearby.!
Teaching tables - 2, one to teach at and one for merchandise and extra supplies!
!
front of room!
!
screen or wall on which to project live demonstrations!
!
extension cord and power strip for Lyric’s AV equipment!
Student tables!
!
3’ x 3’ table space per student with a clear view of the screen/wall!
!
students don’t need lots of room at their table!
Paint tables -2 pushed together!
!
closest to water source!
!
room to walk around tables easily!
!
raise the tables if you have the ability to do so as we will work standing!
Irons and boards: at least two, most preferably four!
Two hair driers (for speeding the drying of paint)!

!

VOLUNTEER SHOPPER!
If the guild could provide these materials it would greatly help Lyric fit the rest of her
supplies into airline luggage limits. Please save your receipts so that Lyric can
reimburse you. Please contact Lyric 2 weeks before class if any of these supplies
cannot be provided, each is necessary to the success of the class.!

!

Baking Parchment (3’ per ironing board)!
Freezer paper (1/2 roll)!
Plastic spoons (9 or 10)!
Small paper plates (2 per student)!
Cups for water!
Newspaper to protect tables and as a cutting surface!
Paper Towels!
Cheap bleached white cotton muslin/fabric from JoAnnes!
!
1 yd, 36” wide per student!
!
you can find 40% and 50% coupons at http://www.joann.com !
!
quality is not important - this is throw-away-try-out-new-techniques material!
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